
Item code: Product: Size:   Lbs: Glaze:

118 124 305 Snow Crab, cooked, sections size 5-8oz,   brine frozen & packed in  30 lbs net with app  10% protective glaze

118 124 308 Snow Crab, cooked, sections size 8+oz,   brine frozen & packed in  30 lbs net with app  10% protective glaze

www.royalgreenland.com/en-us

In Newfoundland, Canada, Royal Greenland owns Quin Sea Fisheries with several production facilities processing snow crab as well as cold-water shrimp, lobster, 
scallops, ground fish, sea cucumbers and whelk. The crabs are landed alive to the factory where they first undergo a quality check before they are slaughtered, cooked 
according to their size and weight in saltwater and immediately quick frozen and glazed with saltwater brine. They are then carefully packed in plastic lined cardboard master 
cartons. The process is short and very simple, yet the careful and fast handling secures a very high and uniform quality of the delicate crab.

Royal Greenland is among the largest global suppliers of seafood and is a truly vertically integrated company, combining fishing with processing, logistics and sales 
in order to bring high-quality, North Atlantic seafood products from catch to consumers - implementing our deeply rooted experience of the trade every step of the way.
In the US, Royal Greenland caters to quality conscious customers with an assortment of snow crab, cold-water shrimp, Greenland turbot, cod and other North Atlantic 
species.

ROYAL GREENLAND FACTS:
-  100% owned by the Greenlandic Government  -  Greenland’s largest employer  -  More than 2700 employees in 17 countries 

-  Local sales office in Norwood, MA
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Snow crab is a 
unique delicacy 
that adds elegance 
to any dish with 
its bright orange 
meat and intense 
umami flavor it just 
doesn’t get any 
better. 

- Cooked snow crab sections sorted by size
- Species: Chionoecetes opilio
- Catching area: Northwest Atlantic (FAO 21)
- Catching method: Traps and pots
- Finest quality, full of meat

The snow crab (Chionoecetes opilio) lives in the 
coldest parts of the Pacific, North Atlantic and 
Arctic Oceans, where the water temperature is 
always below 40°F. The crab has a small body 
with long, thin legs and an orange, light-brown 
or red-coloured shell. The stocks in Western 
Greenland and Canada are considered to be 
healthy and are harvested at a sustainable level.
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Product of The Estuary  

and Gulf of St. Lawrence


